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MBMOBAKBM F8R: Nr. W. K. Harvey

Prm: Anita Fotockl

gUBJEOTj BSYISIOK IXP3 6ti HOHL, HEHNAMR AK8 KERTA FXEL8, ALS8 6S
EB. ELSIE H. JTKLB AKA MRS. JOCETg LEO ESOB AS® 
PftSFEBSSB JOSEPH LES JX*0B, «F ISaJAXA., UUQ0X8.

1. On Tuasday norning, 14 Eovenbcr 1$61, I contacted Hr. EJiwe&'d H&U® of 
ES Bl vis ion, who i* still the senior case officer for the EEYIEISH Cum, and 
inquired of him whether tho source had ever been questioned on his possible 
knowledge of the JTSLB Case. Jir. Roman advised that li® did not believe that 
any such queries had been pvt to SSYISISS, but added that the oaee thought bad 
crossed hia ova Bind only a short tins ago. Mr. Rou&n Indicated that the 
voluse of requirements which had had to bo worked into tho schedule of eource 
debriefings was 00 great, that this was but one of a whole series of cases 
and personalities which should be covered with BSYIEICX as the tine allows. 
In view of the fact that Mr. E&4AH was planning to see JSYISI9K that afternoon, 
he suggested that it sight be advicable for him to discuss the natter with 
the source Izsnediately, and etteopt to ferret out whether HEVISI6H could provide 
any Infoxnation at all concerning the FIEU*3, their Biaappearemco^ the involvement 
of their respective relatives, including the E$$3b, et all,

2. Shis aftsrxxxm, Mr. Honan advised by telephone that he actually had 
questioeed ISVISIdB on hie knowledge of the FIELDS, et al, and had determined 
that the source actuAjy had no knowledge of the case eave what source had 
acquired from the press. Ke indicated that although ths case of Keznann Field had 
b'sca discussed in Poland, he, the source, had gained the impression that the 
facts of the case vers pretty taich as revealed at the tis>e of Eeraenn FEELS'& 
release froa custody in 1954 (?), and that he had never heard any indications 
from source's Soviet Intelligence Contacts to Indicate that oxy of the FISLBs 
had been involved in intelligence operations for the Soviets. Nr. Besson advised 
that he had run through a nunber of the individual nsnes with source, including 
the noaee of Erika gLAFSH, Berta FIEId, Elsie K. FEI3 ska Elsie H. SO OB, and 
Joseph Leo E9$J3, and that EETI8I03 had failed to react to any of these ncass, 
and vas unable to provide any information whatsoever.


